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• My background in transgenic field trials

• CRISPR work and status

• Regulatory concepts for gene drives

Will assume perspective of how to rationalize 
regulations to enable applied and field research 

Goal is to avoid high costs to society of 
generically stringent forms seen in GMO world

Agenda



Conducted dozens of regulated field trials in 
USA – mostly Populus and flowering 
modification
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Trees must get large to see effects on wood, 
productivity, adaptation, and flowering behavior 
— such tests are long term and costly 

August 2015



Current Liquidambar (sweetgum) field trial – 8 
years old and has only begun to flower in last 
two years

Test of different constructs for the genetic containment of an 
exotic, potentially invasive, and messy hardwood street tree
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Field trials of Bt and 
herbicide tolerant 

trees in collaboration 
with forest and biotech 

industries in Oregon 
(2001)

Wild 
typeGM



Field trials are essential for scientific 
progress as traits become more complex
Wide variance between greenhouse/field results



• Background in transgenic field trials

• CRISPR work and status

• Considerations of containment / release of 
transgenic plants and trees 

Agenda
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“CRISPR/Cas9 is a game-changing 

technology that is poised to revolutionise

basic research and plant breeding.”

Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2015, 32:76–84



To promote 
coexistence and 
compliance, a 
primary focus in my 
lab is on genetic 
containment via 
complete bisexual 
sterility – vegetative 

propagation, vegetative 
harvest – poplar, 
eucalypts, pine



Site directed mutagenesis ideal as a 
method for containment ?
• Avoid cytotoxins like barnase / pleiotropy

• Physical damage to floral gene/s should be far more 
reliable than modified/suppressed gene expression 
or protein function

• Reported highly efficient – biallelic mutations
– Complete loss of gene function without inbreeding

• Highly predictable from new regenerant to flowering 
tree to speed breeding, avoid regulatory problems

• Strong transient expression, or inducible 
recombinases, should avoid CRISPR presence (if 
needed)



Single and double CRISPR-Cas constructs 
studied to date

• Nuclease constructs

• Control construct
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pK2GW7
LB RBnptII

Single guide RNA (includes 
S. pyogenes terminator 

sequence)

Arabidopsis U6 small 
nucleolar RNA26

sgRNA hCas9AtU6-26 2x35S tnos

Human codon-optimized S. 
pyogenes Cas9

Cauliflower Mosaic 
Virus 35S double 
promoter

pK2GW7
LB RBnptII

hCas92x35S tnos

Nopaline synthase 
terminator from 
Agrobacterium



Gene targets LEAFY and AGAMOUS
Structure & expression in poplar studied previously
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Work flow
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Build constructs
Transform poplar 

tissue with 
Agrobacterium

Grow transformed 
plantlets

Extract DNA and 
gel-purify gene 

amplicons

Sequence 
amplicons across 

target sites

Identify mutation 
types and 
determine 
frequency



Frequent insertions and deletions– as 
well as longer mutations
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LFY1 target site

Wild type

Homozygous
mutants

x17
x11
x6
x4
x6
x5
x2

Wild type transgenic
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LFY3 target site

Wild type

Wild type transgenic x3
x2
x2
x8
x1
x1
x1

Homozygous
mutants

Data from 
Estefania Elorriaga, 

PhD student



Summary: ¼ homozygous mutants, ½ 
mosaic mutants, no control mutants 
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Construct GE events sequenced Type of mutation # of events (%)

Single LFY1C 102

Homozygous 34 (33%)

Mosaic 51 (50%)

None 17 (17%)

Single LFY3C 46

Homozygous 15 (32%)

Mosaic 28(61%)

None 3 (7%)

Double LFY1C-LFY3C 59

Homozygous 11 (19%)

Mosaic 44 (74%)

None 4 (7%)

Single AG1C 33

Homozygous 0 (0%)

Mosaic 7 (21%)

None 26 (79%)

Single AG2C 12

Homozygous 7 (58%)

Mosaic 1 (8%)

None 4 (34%)

Double AG1C-AG2C 80

Homozygous 19 (24%)

Mosaic 45 (56%)

None 16 (20%)

Cas (empty vector) 14 None 14 (100%)

Total (w/out control) 332

Homozygous 86 (26%)

Mosaic 176 (53%)

None 70 (21%)



What will phenotypes be?  
RNAi field studies give a good indication
RNAi field trial of poplar in Oregon (photo from 2013)
25 constructs, 3 genotypes, 4,000 trees, 9 acres



After field maturation, RNAi:LFY catkins 
remained tiny and did not produce seeds 
or cotton during two years of study
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4-2-14

LFY

5-1-143-18-14

control

4-2-143-12-14 5-1-14

Control

RNAi-LFY



An absence of pleiotropy?
RNAi:LFY trees had normal vegetative growth
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If approved, first crop of CRISPR 
mutants should be ready for field 

planting in 2016
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• Background in transgenic field trials

• CRISPR work and status

• Regulatory adequacy / concepts

Agenda



• Market / adventitious presence criteria

• I will focus on biological / innovation efficiency 
criteria

• Will follow National 
Research Council and others: 
“Product not process”

• Avoid stringent, simple 
trigger to regulation if possible
(i.e., based on CRISPR 
presence and drive possibility
alone)

How should CRISPRs be regulated?  



I have shared similar thoughts in detail 
elsewhere



And recently updated…



Why getting regulation right 
matters…..

The strange case of the upright 
summer catkin



Summer “flowering” of ~200 semi-dwarf 
transgenic poplar trees in a field trial 



The upright summer “catkins”



This was not the intended trait for this 
regulated trial - What to do?  

• Being a good soldier, I faithfully and immediately 
reported this “unexpected occurrence”

• Then discussed what to do about it with APHIS 
regulatory science contacts for several days 

• We wanted to leave it be for study of the novel 
and partial flowers  

• Risk seemed to be zero and it would be difficult to 
remove all of them



I argued my case….

• I pointed out the layers of safety from the genes 
(dwarfism, fitness reduced) and biology (lack of 
pollen or receptive females in summer, unsuitable 
habitat, no seed dormancy)

• The APHIS scientists agreed, but they felt, legally, 
they need to report it to the compliance branch as 
a technical violation of our permit conditions…







A strange tip saved the day….

• Thankfully I was alerted that the report to Compliance 
had occurred prior to “a friendly visit” 

• So rather than risk arrest, fines, and who knows what 
else by federal agents….

• Including what would be sure to be highly publicized 
as major disregard for the rules and the environment 
by our anti-GMO friends, and thus a call for even 
stricter and more costly regulations…

• The same day, all students in our lab were dispatched 
to manually remove every “catkin”..

• And the same in spring and beyond…



Students removing catkins 
from transgenic trees in 
spring 



We documented for APHIS that “All 
removed flowers were collected and 
brought back to the lab, then autoclaved”



A lesson about science vs. law…
• Thank goodness, the federal agents never came to 

fine me or arrest me over this grave “violation”

• A powerful lesson about the letter of the law, and 
the reality that GE methods are considered evil and 
dangerous until proven otherwise, period

• Biology, safety, and intended benefit are irrelevant as 
written today

• Had the rules been based on product rather than 
process, these trees would probably not have been 
regulated at all
– Safety of trait

– Ecological and economic value of trait for coexistence

– Exceedingly small risk from a field trial release



Wait, that’s not all…..

• One answer could be to deregulate the research 
trial for science 

– So we can study without risk from unexpected types of 
flowering

– Science: Several constructs, dozens of insertion events

• So I visited APHIS and suggested this given the 
safety and benefits of 
the trait and associated
knowledge



It just don’t work that way kid…
• They discussed how each event needs a pile of data, and 

now certainly an environmental impact statement (EIS), to 
withstand lawsuits

• And getting this data requires the years of research (that is 
what we are trying to find a way to do!)

• Do we want the same or more for all CRISPR and gene drive 
applications?

• Bottom line:  
Critical to make regulations 
risk/benefit and not method
based — thus workable for 

public sector or small company 
involvement — and for 
projects other than those 
with billion dollar company 
profits



How should regulations for gene drives 
intended to solve plant problems be 

structured under a product not 
process system?



What are the targets we might expect 
can be done with a high level of safety 
during field research and application?    

• Herbicide tolerant plants whose drive is focused 
on the new or now prevalent resistance alleles

• Damaging invasive plants without compatible wild 
relatives

• Damaging, exotic insect pests and pathogens such 
as of wild and cultivated trees 

• Is strict regulation of field trials needed for any of 
these cases?  

– Exemptions?  Registration but not full containment?  



Solution to pests like devastating 
‘citrus greening’ ?
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Help with forest health - A major and 

growing concern with climate change



American chestnut 

was an iconic, 

keystone forest tree 

in the USA 

It was extirpated as 

a forest tree by 

Chestnut Blight



Hemlock in US under siege today



Emerald Ash Borer killing ~all ashes 
in USA – costing billions 



What are mitigating factors that 
suggest a high level of safety during 
field research and application?    

• Small releases such as from typical field trials

– Impacts in the near term usually will take massive and 
repeated releases 

• Gene drives in organisms where control methods 
also available should something bad happen later

– Deactivation systems

• Gene drives that powerfully suppress fitness

– Reproductive sterility an example



What are the targets that require more 
scrutiny during field research and 
application?    

• Herbicide tolerant plants whose drive is focused 
on essential genes and have common, ecologically 
important, and sexually compatible wild relatives

• Damaging invasive plants whose drive is focused 
on essential genes and also have broadly 
compatible and ecologically important wild 
relatives 

• Damaging, exotic insect pests and pathogens that 
have ecologically important wild relatives 



• Burden of GE regulations can be large, costly to 
society
– Many have argued that current regulations greatly 

retard public sector and small company use of all 
forms of GE biotech – slowing innovation and 
reducing public benefit

– We need a smarter way

• “Product not process” concept to inform 
regulatory tiers
– In both research and application

– Also a part of regulatory triggers to avoid 
unnecessary GMO-esque baggage  

• Such tiers seem feasible with gene drives

Summary messages



THANKS

Estefania Elorriaga, PhD student 
Clark Embleton, ASE high school student
Cathleen Ma, Transformation 
Amy Klocko, Postdoc, Floral molecular biology
Kori Ault, Field trial management



Sappi, Arborgen, Futuragene

Swetree, U. Pretoria


